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How Do You Know When A Relationship Should Be Over? 

 

Are there any guidelines to know if and when a relationship should be over? How do you know if 
you would be leaving it prematurely, and maybe there are more lessons to learn if you stayed in 
that relationship? 

 

Yes, my love, that is a very critical type of question that you pose. In the guidance that 

we have given in our time on the earth plane, in this mode, we have continually 

emphasized that the letting go of a situation is a very important component of balancing. 

However, when to let go is always the point in which entities are wary of their own 

ability to anticipate the letting go. This is a difficulty. 

 

There is no pat answer, as we would say to you. There are, however, some guidelines 

that we can give to you. First and foremost, of course, you must be searching within Self 

for answers. You must be able to, in some way, connect with levels of Self that are higher 

than that which is the Conscious Self, whether it is the very Higher Self, of which we 

speak so often, or whether it is some level in between that is able to see a different 

perspective than the Conscious Self. This is the critical point. If you are not able to 

connect with some level higher than Conscious Self, then you will not be able to truly 

understand the critical points in a relationship. Once having established that, however, as 

in any balancing, relationships ~ be they with a spouse, be they with same gender, or be 

they with opposite gender, whatever that relationship is ~ have a very core purpose for 

existing. There is no relationship that any of you would have that is simply happening in 

a random sort of way. 

 

One of the clues that you can utilize in whether you should be staying, or not staying, in 

a relationship is the sense of lightness that you feel within your vibration. Now, in order 

for you to experience this, again, you must be able to bring yourself out of conscious 

existence into a higher level. If you are grounded in the concrete, then you will not be 

able to feel the lightness. If there is a sense of lightness and a sense of release, as you say, 

to that level to which you are communicating, "Is it time to let go," then you will know 

that it is time. Again, this comes from within Self. We are not able to say that "On the 

fifth day of the fifth month, if the moon is blue, then it is time for you to leave the 

relationship." You know, those are not the kinds of techniques that we would provide. 

 

If, when you ask the question of Self, "Is this time to let go of the relationship," you feel 

any pulling on your vibration, any sense of heaviness, then it is time to not leave the 

relationship, but rather, to continue to reevaluate. It is often important to stay in a 

relationship even when it is time to leave the relationship. Now, that may sound 

contradictory. However, we put then a bit of a glitch into the formula that it is time to 

leave the relationship, and you feel a sense of Lightheartedness. You must also then ask, 

"Even though it is time to leave, should I stay to learn certain lessons about not letting 

go, when I should let go?" 
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What we make then as a point is, that regardless of what you do, my love, you will learn 

from this. We have continually emphasized that all behavior that is exhibited by any at 

the conscious level is meant for learning and for teaching. You must not become overly 

obsessed with whether you are doing the right thing, as you would call it, but rather, to 

continually work within Self to receive the sense from your higher awarenesses that what 

you do is best for Self, even if it appears to not be best by the views of others around 

you, which of course is not a concern, ultimately, when you are dealing with your own 

relationships. Relationships are purposely designed to bring about balance between 

energies and within Self. If you exist in this earth plane dimension without any 

relationships, then there is no reason to be in this training ground. Each entity must be 

having at least one type of relationship in order for the existence in this training ground 

to be significant and to provide growth. 

 

Thus, if it appears, as you look around you, that certain entities appear not to be having 

difficulties ~ they have perfect relationships ~ be most careful of thinking that that is a 

Utopian situation. There is no such thing on the earth plane as a perfect relationship. 

Relationships are meant for teaching and learning. Some just take on rather dramatic 

implications, and others are more harmonious in their teaching and learning. All 

relationships have moments when one, or both, or several of the entities, depending on 

how many are involved in the relationship, come to a point in their path where they 

must ask certain questions as it relates to the individual path, and then how that 

individual path lesson relates to the relationship lesson. And these are not easy answers 

to receive. In many cases they can be difficult questions to ask, for asking the question 

may mean that you will need to hear an answer that you are blocking. But if it is time to 

ask the question, it is time to hear the answer, for the question will not be asked within 

Self unless it is time to hear the answer. 

 

Well, thank you, very much. There is a lot to think about there. 

 

Yes, indeed. It is complex in one way but quite simple in another way, but as you say, 

food for thought. 

 

What New Technologies Will There Be After The Shift? 

 

You said that after The Shift there will be many new technologies to replace the primitive ones we 
have now with magnetic tapes and computers and things like that. Can you tell us a little bit about 
what new kind of technologies there will be? And you also said, they exist on the earth plane now, 
where would we look? 

 

You will not be getting involved with them now. Therefore, you will not be given that 

information at this time. The new technologies that exist currently on the earth plane to 

be in preparation for The New Illusion are made available to certain groupings of 

energies that can do the proper preparations which are occurring now and for the next 

few earth plane years.  
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The new technologies will work with an energy that is going to exist that you currently 

do not know of. The apparatus is beginning to be put into place that will be able to 

accommodate the energy. You know solar energy now. Solar energy will change in its 

dimensions and there will be a new type of energy that comes from part of the earth 

plane as a training ground, but not actually on the planet. The apparatus will soon 

become known. When it is time for the masses to know of the apparatus, then it will be 

time to begin giving, in very specific detail, to those audiences who will know what to 

do with the information ~ not to the masses, but to those who will know what to do 

with the information. 

 

The guidance for the operation of this type of, what you call, technology ~ the 

electromagnetic field of the earth plane, as we have already indicated, will shift. There 

will be no longer a North to South, but rather, an East to West flow, with North to 

South, as you know it now, changing completely. This will, in its implications then, 

change all of what you call your computer technology. The computer technology that 

you have will not suddenly disappear, but when The Shifting occurs, that which will 

replace will already be in place. It will just be that not all of those entities on the plane 

will know of it. Those who need to know, those who remain after The Shift, and those 

who will need to use that technology, will have that information available to them. They 

will have assimilated that knowledge prior to the time when it is needed. There will be 

others who will have the abilities, and once The Shifting occurs, will quickly learn the 

new technologies. 

 

As we have indicated before, there will be different bodies of planets, as you call them, 

that will encircle the planet Earth and will come into the vibration of the earth when The 

Shifting occurs. It is from those bodies, those planets, that there will be energy exchange 

that will be quite different from what this illusion is currently accustomed to. However, it 

will not be new to those who will need to understand it and utilize it. They are being 

given that information now as part of the training that goes with the time frame of an 

illusion change, such as is currently on the plane. 

 

You say computers will not disappear, but you also said that the magnetic disks, and things like, 
that might go blank, so it sounds like computers would have to disappear. 

 

Oh, but you keep your perspective very limited, for you are only able to imagine what 

you know. Rather, stretch your mind to imagine that which you do not know. And 

when we say that computers, as you know them, will not disappear, then we mean that 

something will replace the way in which they operate. It does not mean that because the 

magnetic fields change that everything disappears. It means that it changes. It becomes a 

more appropriate manner in which information is stored and retrieved and disseminated 

~ a much more appropriate manner for the vibration that will exist when The Shift 

occurs. 

 

What Is The Purpose Of Knowing About The Shift Today? Why Are We Being Told? 
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You are being told for you have asked the question. There are many on the earth plane 

who are not aware that there is going to be a shifting of the axis. When there is an 

illusion change, whether it is through an axis shift or any other type of earth phenomena, 

there are those who will know of it and those who will not. Those who will know of it 

have asked at higher levels to be made aware at conscious level so as to prepare, for 

your path has brought you into an alignment with those who would be aware of illusion 

changes. 

 

All entities on the earth plane, when first starting their sojourn, reach a point in their 

path where they come to an illusion change, and they do not have a clue. They do not 

know what is happening. And it happens. And they either go through this change or they 

leave as a result of the change, depending on their vibration. At some point in each of 

your paths, you become aware that there are periodic changes of the illusion. You can 

take on, as part of your learning, what to do at those illusion changes. More significantly, 

you can determine whether you would want to Be of Service at that time to help entities 

who may be experiencing an illusion change for the first time, or who may be trying to 

increase their vibration so that they can either work through the illusion change, or be 

spiritually prepared for departure at the time of the illusion change. 

 

As we had indicated earlier to another question, if you ask the question, you are ready to 

hear the answer and you are ready for the knowledge that comes. What you do with 

that information then becomes part of your own learning of lessons. There are many, 

many entities on the earth plane currently who have varying levels of understanding of 

Earth Changes. There are many who accept that there are Earth Changes indeed 

occurring, and others who fully understand that it is an illusion change, and that it is, as 

we have so often said, no big deal. It is simply moving from one major vibration to 

another.  Many of you in this gathering, for example, accept in varying degrees the 

information that is currently on the plane, coming from either our source or from other 

sources, of the validity of a pole shift, as it is called by many, or an illusion change, as we 

call it. 

 

A Conversation On The Terra Lux Safe Zone ~ Vibrations Of Entities, And Land Masses 

 

I have heard that around Terra Lux there is going to be a zone during The Shift that will not be 
affected, or will be affected minimally. Can you elaborate on that? 

 

It has been often referred to as the safe zone, sometimes referred to as the vibrational 

area. There are so very many, what you call, safe zones around the planet Earth now. It 

is actually inaccurate, however, to refer to them as safe zones now. What it simply means 

is that they will remain as land masses. The configuration of land and water, as we have 

indicated, is going to go to fifty/fifty. So fifty percent of the planet will be water and fifty 

percent will be land. That percentage will change as The New Illusion progresses. 
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We have given an approximate mileage, that is determined from a point where we were 

positioned at the time when we gave it in this geographic area, that indicates a 

circumference of land that will remain with The Shifting. This particular geographic area 

is also one of those of the twelve areas that will house a new structure that will replace 

one of the pyramids. What you see, in the land mass of this geographic circumference 

that we have described, will have changes. We have indicated that the McDonalds will 

not be around in The New Illusion, and thus, it would only make sense then that those 

structures in this circumference area that we have described would not be there. 

 

The reason that the word safe has been used is that as the upheavals are occurring, those 

areas that will be land masses will have protection from some of the major elements that 

are occurring. And if a land mass is going to be maintained as a land mass, it is what we 

call a safe area. There are many land masses, currently on the plane, that will be covered 

with water. It has already begun. And there are many areas that will become land as the 

water dries and reconfigures itself and repositions itself. Places that were water will now 

have land. SAFE simply means, then, vibrationally attuned for the new vibration, for The 

New Illusion that is coming. 

 

Thus, there will be essentially an island in the circumference that we have described for 

what could be called the Terra Lux land area, but it is really not their land area. It is the 

particular vibration. This is a haven, as we have described. Within the vibration of this 

gathering, there is safety. While there may be destruction of physical structures, there will 

not be destruction of the land itself. So the McDonalds may go. But there will be many 

structures that will remain that are currently in this land mass. And those that are outside 

of this land mass will be water eventually. Some of that watering effect will occur before 

The Shifting.  

 

Does this also mean that this area will not be subject to tidal wave action? 

 

That is correct. What will occur will be an interesting phenomena, and that is that the 

waters will be all around. And this land mass will not be washed, as you might be 

thinking, in terms of this tidal wave effect. It will be maintained so that there will be 

activity occurring right up until the time of The Shifting. When The Shifting occurs, of 

course, all energy on the plane in human form, and in animal form, and in various other 

forms, will go into shelters. Whether they are underground physical shelters or whether 

they are interdimensional shelters, that will occur. 

 

The timing of the, if you will, of The Shift will be very quick. It will happen in an instant, 

as you would know it. And in several earth plane days, the planet will be ready for 

coming back out and going about the business of setting up life again. When you go into 

hibernation, if there is, let us say, in this geographic area, a major snow storm, 

oftentimes, it shuts down life and you must hibernate, stay in your enclosure. When it is 

over, you come out and you are fully prepared to deal with what remains, for you have 

been given that information. This is what will happen when The Shift occurs. And those 

who remain after The Shift will have the necessary knowledge to work and to go about 
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cleaning up and doing what needs to be done. And that which must stay will, and that 

which must not stay will not. It is a cleansing. And the earth will cleanse itself, for when 

you come out of the shelters there will be little to clean. 

 

We have talked of shelters in the past, and as time progresses and we speak more of The 

Shift, then we will give you more information about the shelters. There are some that are 

most concrete, where you actually go into them. You know that you are going into a 

shelter. That, however, is not the case for this geographic area. There is a significantly 

large sheltering for this geographic area. But you will go into an altered state of 

consciousness, those who will go into these shelters, and will bring yourselves into those 

vibrational shelters. And those of you who understand this will, and those of you who 

do not, will not. It is as simple as that. Some of you will understand this now at a 

conscious level. Some of you who do not understand it, or even doubt it, at the 

conscious level, may indeed be fully prepared for The Shifting and will simply bring 

yourself into that state with a connection from the Higher Self. 

 

We are not concerned whether you believe or not at this time, nor at any time actually, 

for it simply is what will occur. And those who are prepared, and those who have 

learned, will do what they need to do, and those who do not, simply will leave the 

earth plane until it is time to return back again. But we will say much more of shelters in 

a time to come. 

 

This safe zone is a twenty five mile radius of Terra Lux? 

 

It is not quite that pat, as you would say. To the east from the point of reference ~ and 

Mushiba could give you that, or any of the Metagers from Terra Lux ~ it is five miles. It 

is ten miles south. It is fifteen miles west. And in an effort for us to be most accurate, we 

have said it is twenty-five ~ no, twenty-six point five miles north. That is your basic 

configuration. Land which is outside of that circumference will be water eventually. What 

we have not given, however, is the next closest land mass. That will come as it is 

appropriate to give that information, for this land mass that will exist has been 

vibrationally attuned. There are other land masses that are currently undergoing 

vibrational attunements to determine whether they will be land or water in The New 

Illusion. 

 

Understand that regardless of whether it is land or water, all that will be in The New 

Illusion will be vibrationally attuned. Those energies that would live in the water would 

also be vibrationally attuned for that spot in which they find themselves, just as those 

who would live on land would find themselves vibrationally attuned. So, if you think of 

safe, think of it only as current land masses that will stay as land masses, but that all, 

whether it is land or water, will be safe when The Shifting has been completed. 

 

You say there will be a tremendous amount of land coming up where there is no land now. Will 
land dwellers have to go and inhabit that land and do what is necessary there after The Shift? 
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Not necessarily. We will not at this point go into the discussions of changing the type of 

habitat that you might currently be accustomed to, for that will take much more than the 

time left in this session. However, those who will stay on the planet Earth, as we have 

indicated and as has been given by others speaking through, will be of a relatively small 

number. Only a few million will remain from The Human Kingdom. And the way in 

which the habitats will then be occupied, be they land or water, will change. And 

understand that it will not be a shock to those who remain. It will be a natural evolution 

progression into habitats. But we will have more to say on that as time progresses. 

 

Can everyone who is here safely assume they are going to be in the right million that remains? 

 

Well, you know, my love, you each will have some options. There is currently the work 

occurring with entities who know that they want to raise their vibration so that it will be 

vibrationally attuned to the new earth vibration. There are some who know that in the 

progress of their path, they are not going to be vibrationally attuned. They will either 

have to leave the earth plane prior to The Shifting or they will leave at the time of The 

Shifting. If they are not vibrationally attuned, they have no choice. They will have to 

leave. There are many leaving now in great masses, from not just The Human Kingdom 

but from all of the kingdoms, as we say, to avoid the rush at the time of The Shift. What 

will also occur, however, is that there will be many who are vibrationally attuned who 

decide that they do not want to stay, and they leave, for whatever their reasons. There 

are many reasons why entities would choose not to stay. So that those who are 

vibrationally attuned will have the choice of either staying or not. 

 

There are many who are trying to raise their vibration now. The purpose of many of you 

who have come into the knowledge that we have, and that others provide for you 

about this shifting, is to increase your vibration. And some of you have not decided 

whether you want to stay or not, even if you are vibrationally attuned. Many are 

already vibrationally at that level and are simply waiting around to see if they want to 

stay or not. It is not a situation of destruction and horrendous negativity here that you 

cannot stay. It is simply that there is only going to be enough energy in the beginnings of 

The New Illusion to accommodate certain numbers of humans, shall we say. In the 

progress of illusion changes on the earth plane, it will be time for energies to return back. 

 

It generally takes approximately one thousand earth plane years for The New Illusion to 

be ready to accept energies that were not vibrationally attuned when it began. Many 

who are not vibrationally attuned when this illusion, currently in existence, ends, will 

wait and do other things, will go to other training grounds, will hang out in the ether, as 

we call it, and watch and wait for the time to be right on the planet, that their vibration 

can be accepted. In the meantime, by hanging out and going to other training grounds, 

you raise your vibration significantly. 

 

The purpose of travel outside of The One is to eventually return to The One and to play 

in the playground, as we have called it. Whether that is the earth plane or whether it is 

another training ground outside of the earth plane is not the issue. So, there are many of 
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you who hear our words who are already set to move into The New Illusion and others 

who are not quite certain, and others who know that they will leave, whether at the 

conscious level or at the Higher Self level. And that is simply the way of the training 

grounds. And thus it is. 

 

It will not matter, however, if you are in what is called a safe area. Let us say that you 

here in this gathering and you are not vibrationally attuned. Being in the safe area does 

not mean that you can stay. You will leave. It is as simple as that. And if you are 

vibrationally attuned and you are in an area that is not what is called safe, you will still 

survive. You will simply go into that either land or water mass that is appropriate for 

your survival. 

 

So, it matters not where you are at the time of The Shift. If you are to remain, you will, 

and if you are not, you will not. It is as simple as that. And the sheltering will be 

provided for those appropriate entities and your vibrational attunement and your 

geographic placement. It is all very well planned out, you see, very well organized. It is 

one of the things that The Universe does. 

 

I would like to say I would be the first to open up a new McDonalds. 

 

Ah, indeed. 

 

The Golden Arches in The New Illusion. 

 

Well, you know, the entities who remain will be most enterprising and will bring with 

them the memories from the old illusion. This is a topic that we will go into as we 

devote these next two earth plane years to discussion of The New Illusion ~ that which 

remains in the memory banks as you move into The New Illusion and set up The New 

Illusion with the remnants of the old illusion. We will have much to discuss. 

 

What Can You Tell Us About What We Refer To As Aliens? 

 

We have given a great deal of information regarding the use of the term alien, or as you 

call them also UFOs, as we understand the term. Without going into this in great detail 

during this gathering, since we would want to address a few other questions, we would 

indicate that aliens are not alien at all. They are simply part of the greater earth plane 

experience. There are many of you who have been on other planets, as you call it, 

where life exists. Some of it is in ways that this dimension on the planet Earth do not 

recognize, nor do they understand. Other life is simply shielded, hidden, from the probes 

that come from the planet Earth. 

 

What is occurring now is an attempt by some on these other training grounds to aid in 

the time of illusion change. And thus, they are coming into the vibration of the earth 
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plane. It is nothing less than interdimensional travel. There is no big deal about this, even 

though for some of the limited understanding that exists on the planet Earth among 

entities, it appears to be a big deal. Those of you who have had experiences in what you 

call out of body travel are also going through interdimensional travel. When you go into 

another dimension, you are in that dimension. You may not be fully aware of it, and 

you may be fully aware depending upon your own development. That which you call 

aliens are those who simply have the ability to move interdimensionally. 

 

You must be careful, however, for they are not all of the Light. Just as those on the 

planet Earth are at various shades of Light, so too are those who would come at this time 

of illusion change. They do not all come with aspirations of helping. They also would 

attempt to destroy. So, the battle between the forces of dark and Light, as it exists 

throughout eternity, continues and is evident at an illusion change when, what you call, 

aliens will attempt to come in and destroy, which is the purpose of the dark, to destroy 

the Light. However, as we have said so often, the Light always wins, even though the 

dark has not figured it out yet. The Light always wins. 

 

And thus, if you have an encounter with an entity that is coming from another 

dimension, then you would treat that entity in the same way that you would treat any 

entity that is coming in through your meditations ~ any information through your 

meditations, or any entity who you would meet at physical earth plane, and challenge 

whether they are of the Light. If they say they are going to help you, make them prove 

it. If they say they are of the Light, make them prove it if you feel that they are not. 

Entities who are of the Light do not fear being challenged. Those of the dark quickly 

would dissipate. 

 

And always protect yourself from any new entity who would come your way, be they 

from another dimension, be they from a meditative state, or be they at earth plane level. 

Be careful of any new energy that comes into your vibration until you have assessed 

within Self that it is an energy appropriate to your own energy. And that oftentimes is 

done instantaneously without much thinking when you meet an entity in the concrete 

state. 

 

There is much to do, as you say, about this alien phenomena, and it is nothing new. It 

has occurred. You each have been in these other dimensions and have traveled. They 

have specific types of training that enable traveling. If you are on those planets as part of 

your training, it means that you have taken on those lessons to learn, and therefore, are 

given the knowledge and the training to do that type of travel. If you choose not to and 

go into other types of training grounds, then that would not be part of the training that 

you have taken on for you earth plane sojourn. 

 

They are from the earth plane experience. They are not from outside of the earth plane. 

As we have explained, the planet Earth is the core of the earth plane as a training 

ground. However, many planets, as you know them, are part of the earth plane 
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experience. And thus, it is all connected. There is much more to give in that topic, and 

we will gradually give that as it is needed, my love. 

 

And we sense now that it is time for us to prepare for departure. As we prepare for 

departure, we would ask you all to bring your energies into that which is the Heart 

Energy Center, and to quiet yourselves into that Energy Center of love of Self ~ that 

which is the Heart. And feel the energy we send to all of you, the strengthening of love 

of Self. And feel the energy surrounding the energy of the Heart Center. And as we 

depart, we ask you all to hug each other and move about. We send to you all now the 

very Highest of the White Light from the very Highest of the Kingdom of Amelius. 

Farewell, and happy hugging. 

 


